VIRGIL ABLOH × ICA PRODUCT LIST
“FOS” Hoodie $95

Artwork Missing Hoodie $95 - SOLD OUT
Graffiti Hoodie $95

Grim Reaper Hoodie $95 - SOLD OUT
Pyrex 23 Hoodie $350  SOLD OUT
Collection Tee Black $65

Collection Tee Green $65
Metal Beams Tee $65 - SOLD OUT

Options Tee $65 - SOLD OUT
Pyrex 23 Tee Green $150

Pyrex 23 Tee White $150  SOLD OUT
Pink Panther Tee $65 - SOLD OUT
PANTS
“FOS” Work Pant $195
HATS
“Advertise Here” Hat $48

“Artwork Missing” Hat $48
“FOS” Hat $48

“Grim Reaper’s Scythe” Hat $48
“Reaching Reaper” Hat $48
Arrows Tote $85
Artwork Missing Notebook $55

“Figures of Speech” Notebook $55
“FOS” Keychain Black $9.95

“FOS” Keychain Green $9.95

“FOS” Keychain White $9.95
ICA Diagonal Flap Bag $1,085

ICA Logos Flap Bag $1,155  SOLD OUT
Green Arrows Earring $330
ICA Vintage Arrow Slim Tee $335

ICA Vintage Arrow Slim Sweatshirt $545
ICA Vintage Arrow Slim Hoodie $580
ICA Mohair Blanket $1,220
ICA Large Mohair Pillow $540
ICA Small Mohair Pillow $375
ICA Shower Towel $210

ICA Bathrobe $375 SOLD OUT
ICA Mug $195

ICA iPhone 12 Case $90
ADDITIONAL OFF-WHITE QUANTITIES EXTREMELY LIMITED
Virgil Abloh Off-White Caravaggio Hoodie $535

Virgil Abloh Off-White “FOS” Simon Brown Hoodie Blue $525
Virgil Abloh Off-White "FOS" Simon Brown Hoodie White $535 SOLD OUT

Virgil Abloh Off-White Mona Lisa Hoodie Red $525 SOLD OUT
Virgil Abloh Off-White Caravaggio T-Shirt $344

Virgil Abloh Off-White “Figures of Speech” T-Shirt $525
Virgil Abloh Off-White Mona Lisa T-Shirt $344
Virgil Abloh Off-White “You Cut Me Off” Socks $90 SOLD OUT

Virgil Abloh Off-White FOS Belt Orange and White $235
Virgil Abloh Off-White Leather Card Holder $250
Virgil Abloh Off-White Leather Jacket $2500 SOLD OUT

Virgil Abloh Off-White Anorak $725